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for a finished piece of work. The contractor will understand that the steel construction herein described is also to be complete in every detail, and in every portion of the work, and all material entering into it is to be first-class, and he will be expected to thoroughly understand the construction and to fully inform himself in regard to any points that he may not clearly understand, for what is herein intended to be described, viz.: The complete and perfect construction of the building is the thing required. When necessary or desirable, he must apply to the architect or the engineers for further details or specifications during construction or before proceeding with his work.
Requirements Outlined: This contractor must furnish and set all the iron and steel shown or referred to in these specifications and called for by the said drawings hereinbefore referred to, and when the erection is completed, he must remove all the materials used in performing the work. He must furnish in all cases the exact sections, weights and kinds of material that are called for, and he must follow exact details, methods and instructions called, for by these specifications and said drawings. He must set the iron work as fast as may be considered practical in the judgment of the architect, always keeping at least one story in advance of the masonry. He will be expected to give this work his personal supervision, or have a capable man at all times to take care of it. He must also do all the cutting and. fitting that may be required in his work to receive the work of other contractors.
Reference in Case of Dispute: Should any difference of opinion or dispute arise in relation to the meaning of these specifications, or of the said drawings furnished by either the architect or the engineers as hereinafter specified, reference must be made to the engineers, but if their decision is not satisfactory appeal may be made to the architect, whose decision on all such points shall be final and conclusive.
Drawings: The general dimensions, arrangement and sections required- for the structural iron work herein specified, are shown on the general structural iron drawings prepared and furnished by the architect, and included in pages-----------------
to--------------,inclusive.
The sections given are those of the Carnegie Steel Company's manufacture. In general, these drawings are made to scale, but scale dimensions must never be used. These drawings, together with these specifications, are the property of the architect, to whom all copies must be returned on the completion of the work. Detail or shop drawings, including drawings of every part and piece of the work, with all the lists, schedules, indexes, erection plans or other directions necessary for the proper manufacture, finish and erection of the work covered

